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Conservation Work...rarely noticed!
Over the past few weeks, there has been much discussion with our chosen contractor, and a lot of work
carried out on our Church. What has struck me from talking to Taliesin, is that they pride themselves in
the work they do. If work is done properly, you’ll rarely notice the changes that have been made (unless
of course it’s new stone up against old where the “new” stands out). That is what good conservation is all
about. During the life of the QI Project, I have to say, I have learned a lot and the contractors have been
extremely patient (especially with all of my questions!).

We are now at the end of the project which has come in on time – Taliesin stated the project would take
12 weeks elapsed time and have achieved the deadline.
I hope you will look around the Church when you next visit, and see the excellent work carried out (some
clues in this Newsletter, which will be the last project update). Thank you to everyone for your patience
whilst we have completed this essential work. It’s been much appreciated.
Ros James (Project Manager)

Our final achievements...
Broken and slipped
slates replaced on
Lych gate
Broken window
replaced in Belltower
Repair one of the diamond ‘quarries’ in the
West Window
Replaced a Corbel ‘face’
that had disintegrated
(Chancel Arch)
Ceiling Boards in
Nave and Chancel
had broken/slipped.
Have been put back
in place or replaced.
Porch inside, erosion to
window cill and surround
has been repaired.

Repairing the Sarking Boards
Tongue & groove
boards which insulate our ceiling are
called
sarking
boards.
A ten-metre high
tower had to be
erected to repair
them and replace
missing boards. At
the same time, the
team ensured all of
the cobwebs in
these inaccessible
areas were removed!
Our Funding….keeping a Grade II Listed building warm and dry is an uphill task. Our fund raising has fallen well short of our expectations (partly
because of Covid restrictions on fund raising events). If you would like to
help, our Just Giving Page is still open for donations - just copy the link
below into your browser to donate https://www.justgiving.com/
crowdfunding/stcatwgsqiwork or via bank transfer: Bank: Nat West,

Account Number: 01707620, Branch Sort Code: 54-30-01. Thank
you.

Spot the Quarry!
The West Window at the back of St. Catwg’s Church is made up of
small diamond shaped glass ‘lights’ called quarries.
At some point in the past a small stone or similar must have come
through the window cracking it and making a small hole. Much care
was taken in creating a piece of glass that completely matched the
broken quarry, so much so that the first attempt was not quite perfect (purely because it wasn’t the exact colour) but the second
attempt was!

In the last Quinquennial Inspection carried out in 2018, the Architect stated that it had to be replaced. It has now been done….but
can you spot which one?

Lych Gates - Did You Know...
...a Lychgate is a roofed gateway to a church and was formerly
used at burial, for sheltering a coffin until the clergy’s arrival.
Our Lychgate was installed in 1944 and it mirrors the steep roof of
the church. It is also Listed (reference 22815) and has been well
maintained over the years, with the wooden Celtic cross being replaced and regular preserving of the wooden framework.
The QI review highlighted cracked and missing slates on our gate,
as well as pointing which had deteriorated around the base where
the wooden portico meets the stonework. It’s now as good as
new.
The only work left to do is to give it a coat of boiled linseed oil to
help preserve it, so we’ll be putting together a team (hopefully!) in
the not to distant future, to “mop up” all of the residual work we
as Parishioners can do ourselves.
Other achievements
Our belltower has been
damp for some time,
not helped by the hole
in the window which is
now repaired.

Also pictured, is the
new face on the Chancel Arch. The original
crumbled from damp
ingress.

